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Know the Flows - An Expanding US Economy Continues To Attract Money
- by Cameron Brandt, p3
With the global growth story losing some of its shine, tariff-related rhetoric
increasing in volume and a populist government taking office in Italy,
investors opted for liquidity in early June.

CBRT’s Failure To Hike Rates Exacerbates Turkey’s Vulnerabilities
- by Natalie Rivett and Ed Blake, p11-12
The decision to keep the key rate steady - justified by signs of weakening
domestic demand - only served to confirm fears over CBRT independence

Technicals Broke The Range, Not Speculation - by David Ader, p4-5
It’s all speculation, and that speculation follows the price action I think more
than leading it.

Regulators Start To Reduce Efforts To Deleverage
- by Tim Cheung and Riki Zhang, p13-15
Faced with an escalating trade confrontation with the US, a contracting
credit supply plus slowing economic growth momentum, China's top
decision makers have adjusted their policies quite evidently in the recent
two months.

Curve Steepening Needs More Than Just BoJ Machinations
- by Marcus Dewsnap, p6
We haven't seen many suggesting steepening as anything more than
temporary.
The Yen Week - Bias Is Bearish – by Tony Nyman & Ed Blake, p7-8
From our perspective we see the BoJ undertaking its second unlimited
bond-buying op in two days (3rd in a week) which suggests it's sticking to
the current plan of keeping 10-yr yields near zero.
The Gbp Week - Bias is Bearish – by Tony Nyman and Ed Blake, p9-10
We are loath to go against the market, so yes a dovish 0.25% hike, but why
rush when it seems prudent to wait until after the key Oct EU-UK summit?

US/UK 10-year Yield Spread – Awaits New Record Highs To 1.750/1.870
- Ed Blake, p17
Buy dips as we await further widening targeting 1.750, perhaps 1.870. Place
a protective stop under the 1.521 higher low.
GBP/NOK – Attempting To Base Ahead Of Renewed Up-Turn
– by Andy Dowdell, p18
Look to buy for a return to the 2017 peaks at 11.2765/11.2805. Below
10.5764 threatens extension lower to 10.4669, possibly 10.3635.
BALTIC DRY INDEX – New 4½ Year Highs As Bulls Target 2021/2058
- by Ed Blake, p19
Buy into any near-term dips as we await a rally extension through 18461880 targeting 2021-2058. Place a stop beneath former resistance at 1476.
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By Cameron Brandt, Director, Research
Strong US corporate earnings have buoyed equity markets, despite the
ongoing trade tensions, while solid second quarter economic data points
to GDP growth reaching 4 percent for the quarter. US Equity and Bond
Funds attracted over $6 billion between them for the second straight
week, as those investors turned to an economy that is diverging from
other global economies.
While Europe continues to lose ground, at least in the eyes of investors
who have now pulled money out of Europe Equity Funds for 20 straight
weeks. Despite the Chinese government moving to stimulate their
economy, investors pull money out of China Equity Funds for the second
straight week.
Overall, the week ending July 25 saw EPFR-tracked Bond Funds
collectively absorb another $4 billion. Equity Funds brought in over $1.7
billion in fresh money, while $257 million flowed out of Alternative
Funds, and over $4.8 billion out of Money Market Funds. Investors
pulled out over $1.4 billion from dividend paying Equity Funds during the
week.

At the single country and asset class fund levels, Switzerland Equity
Funds posted outflows for the second straight week, France Equity
Funds experienced inflows for the first time in 13 weeks, and Thailand
Bond Funds experienced their most outflows since the first week of
June, while China Bond Funds posted redemptions, ending a two-week
run of inflows. Municipal Bond Funds recorded inflows for the 11th time
in the past 12 weeks and Inflation Protected Bond Funds experienced its
largest redemptions since mid-March.
As US corporate earnings season picks up speed, six of the eleven
sectors experienced inflows during the week ending July 25. Health
Care/Biotech Sector Funds recorded the largest inflows during the week,
while Technology Sector Funds attracted inflows for the 13th straight
week. For the second straight week, investors funnelled money into
Financial Sector Funds, as the group’s earnings continue to top
estimates. After seven straight weeks of outflows, Commodities Sector

Funds experienced net inflows, despite ongoing trade concerns and a
strong dollar.
Investors pulled money from Real Estate Sector funds, as rising mortgage
and lumber costs combined with low inventory has put pressure on the
housing market. Energy Sector Funds posted outflows as investors
weighed conflicting supply and demand signals ranging from Saudi
Arabian efforts to stabilize oil prices to the impact of renewed sanctions
on Iran. Industrial Sector Funds posted modest outflows, as their input
costs continue to rise due to steel and aluminum tariffs.

For further information on EPFR, please click HERE
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By David Ader, Chief Macro Strategist
People are making a lot of noise about the bond market’s retreat after
the July 20 range break. What I hear is that it’s largely about speculation
over the BoJ’s upcoming meeting and an active discussion therein. This
relates to Japan undershooting inflation targets and what the BoJ can
and can’t do to spur it (presumably lower for longer) without doing
harm. Included in that is the idea of raising their target on 10-yr JGB
yields. You might argue that raising rates is rather unstimulative, but
then easy policy hasn’t worked and has hurt banks.
But it’s all speculation, and that speculation follows the price action I
think more than leading it. This is to say I suppose that Treasuries
needed an excuse for the weakness on July 20, and so on a summer
Friday when we had no data or Fedspeak, it was the thing people
grasped because they had nothing much else to go on.
I’ll give an alternative. That’s simply that positions were all leaning the
same way, flattening curve plays, and with 10s going sideways for a
remarkable number of weeks (the range trading started on June 25),
complacency set in until someone said, “ring the register” and on an
illiquid summer Friday, bingo, we broke the range and pretty much hit
the technical objectives of a broken sideways channel. I think that’s
what’s going on and don’t think it’s more than that. Toss in some setup
for supply and decidedly light trading volume (see chart below) and you
have a rather technical story.
At the risk of sounding like an old, know-it-all, curmudgeon (“What?
Ader acting like that?!?!” you retort.) I’ve been at this for a long time and
have a sense of when excuses come before the price action. I did a
Google search on the matter -- BoJ Speculation -- and got over 250,000
results. That may not seem like a lot, but those came for just three days

which tells you how much the market was focused on it and while I
didn’t read all of them, I got enough of a sampling to say there was
nothing concrete other than the debate is likely to go on. Maybe it’s a
one-hit wonder as the market didn’t extend very much the damage done
on that July 20. Surely that says something.
I suppose that the wait for GDP came into play as a reason to unwind
trades as 4% handle ‘speculation’ was rife. Again, whatever the
speculation was, the fact is many realized Q2 was getting ahead of
tariffs, here and abroad, and so boosted growth more than is likely to be
repeated in the coming quarters. Then, of course, there’s the trade stuff
with an apparent truce and talk of lower to zero tariffs after Trump’s
meeting with Juncker. I go with Draghi on this one, “it's too early to
assess the actual content.” In the meantime, we hear from a lot of
companies (GM, Ford and Fiat and even Coke is getting more expensive)
that there’s a toll being taken.
Anyway, we’ve got some potential support coming with month-end
extensions, then a wait for the BoJ and NFP and supply next week with
larger auctions for 3s, 10s and 30s. The short-term technicals are
oversold; I peg near-term support in 10s up near 2.98-3%. If the
impending data is firm, well surely that reinvigorates flattening interest
as it enhances Fed hiking prospects. I think we’ve seen the unwinds of
flatteners for now and err on the side of more sideways action into
upcoming events. I am a bit cautions over the subdued trading volumes
and the potential for liquidity to exaggerate the action. Yawn.
Cont. page 5
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It come as little surprise that with the tax plan, corporations are paying
less in taxes. I thought I’d put this in context for you as a % of GDP.
Note the oddity that such a drop as we’re experiencing is unprecedented
without a recession in the near offing. I grant this time is different as it’s
not about weaker earnings, but rather the lower tax regime. In case you
missed it, the OMB just updated its budget deficit forecast for 2019 to,
now, over $1 trillion, a $101 bn increase from February’s forecast. The
chart below goes a long way to describing why and I again fret over how
this will look at the next recession.

This is an excerpt from Ader’s Musings. For the full article, please click HERE.
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Curve Steepening Needs More Than Just BoJ Machinations
By Marcus Dewsnap, Senior Analyst/Editor
The last week has witnessed a several bouts of global curve steepening
bouts that have mainly been pinned on talk the Bank of Japan (BoJ) is
looking to 'tweak' its yield curve control policy, ergo allow for a steeper
Japanese Government Bonds (JGB) curve. US 2s10s for instance were
around 6 bp steeper at the peak of the move which began Friday 20 July.
However, whilst there was a material rise in US 10-year yield (inflation
expectations led the way Friday, real yields Monday), we haven't seen
many suggesting steepening as anything more than temporary. Indeed,
Informa Global Markets' technical analysis team suggests 37bps as the
first crucial resistance for US 2s10s steepening. 34bp has been the
widest so far and as of writing, the curve is 30bps.

Back to Index Page
Still, this is not to say US yields are not rising. One contact pointed to
rumours that the White House was looking for close to 5% (annualised)
economic growth from Friday's Q2 GDP outturn and recall, President
Donald Trump hasn't exactly been shy in broadcasting positive upcoming
data! Meanwhile, 2-year yields hit a fresh cyclical peak of 2.68% late
Thursday although this seems at odds with the view that the Fed is
becoming more cautious in raising rates.
For curve steepening to become a trend, there needs to be a sustained
inflation expectations and real rates rise, a more intense 'risk-on'
environment and accelerating rate-hike expectations. On the rates
front, inflation expectations and real yields at the longer-end need to
rise faster than those at the short-end.
With all this in mind, the BoJ meeting is undoubtedly crucial for any
global steepening momentum, given recent gyrations. However, just
about any move which is deemed ‘hawkish’, such as raising the 10-year
yield target to 0.1% from 0.0%, could induce a ‘risk-off move’. An added
complication for the BoJ is that the volume of quantitative easing (QE)
over the years is distorting the JGB and ETF markets (latter maybe also
the equity market) and hurting bank profits.
Faster US GDP growth in an economy with little spare capacity should
also accelerate inflation expectations. Tariffs operate as a possible
constraint on growth (unless one believes the US can truly operate as an
autarky) and provide the ‘wrong sort’ of inflation. This aside, the
upcoming FOMC is important in the context of aforementioned Fed
‘caution’.
There is an outside chance it may throw some of this caution aside if
there is a belief trade issues are less likely to form a significant weight
going forward. US forward rates suggests more is required to convince
the market flattening is over.
The failure of the ECB to deny thoughts of an ‘Operation Twist’ lends
itself to EMU curve flattening too.
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By Tony Nyman, Head G10 FX & Ed Blake, Chief Europe FI Technical Analyst
• Expected USD/JPY trading range is 110.40/112.50.
• A busy week, the BoJ Tue, the FOMC Wed and the NFPs Fri.
• It feels like the BoJ though is standout focus, unusually for this
market.
Speculation has been rife for some weeks that Kuroda and co are mulling
changes to policy, i.e. looking for ways to keep the stimulus program
sustainable while reducing the harm it causes markets and on
commercial banks' profitability.
From our perspective we see the BoJ undertaking its second unlimited
bond-buying op in two days (3rd in a week) which suggests it's sticking to
the current plan of keeping 10-yr yields near zero, although Kuroda and
Co. could adopt a slightly wider range or give some forward guidance for
relative tightening. Overall, we think it's a case of buying (Yen) the
rumour and selling the fact.
Others thoughts:
MIZUHO: BoJ unlikely to change policy. Given positions built up betting
on some shift, the Yen may face “sell-the-fact" pressure after the event,
although Usd/Jpy is seen capped to an extent by Japan-US trade talks
being pushed back into Aug from Jul.

NOMURA: If not now when? Last week BoJ DG Amamiya and BoJ
Summary of Opinions on August 2 and 8, which could provide FG. Also,
cite political implications and the LDP leadership election in September
and 2019 elections and tax changes and argues these events could make
it more difficult for the BoJ to tighten monetary policy ahead.
GS: The BOJ could alert the market for future changes by a call to
consider sustainability adjustments in Sep. If so, Usd/Jpy may fall further
as investors price for a change in the autumn.
MS: Short Usd/Jpy for 104.00 as its Trade of the Week, expect the BoJ to
announce a higher degree of yield curve control flexibility, keeping Yen
supported.
ING: Could be mere technical tweaks to ETF buying programme. More
hawkish, could raise 10-yr JGB yield target from 0.0% to 0.1%
(engineered steepening of curve). Seems too aggressive for an economy
fundamentally weaker than in early 2018. Or, could allow a wider
trading range around 0% target. Most likely outcome flag a possible
October policy shift, which could disappoint given hype. Could see
Usd/Jpy higher, although upside capped by fading Dollar sentiment, i.e.
112.00/50 near-term. A hawkish surprise could bring sub-110 as market
is still significantly short Yen.

Cont. page 8
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• Corrected from 113.17 (19 July high) to reach last Thursday's 110.59
low (near the supportive 50DMA), before ranging
• Daily studies are stabilizing and while 110.28/110.59 holds (4/26 July
lows) limits further near-term dips, bulls will try to resume the
broader uptrend
• Above last Monday's 111.54 high would give bulls traction for the
113.17 peak
• Only a sustained break under 110.28 would caution and risk a deeper
setback targeting the 109.20/37 zone (8/25 June lows).

RISK: Take your pick! The BoJ, Fed and NFPs as well as Trump and US-China led trade disputes. Month-end
too, recall there's supposed to be strong Usd selling (French bank).

The Context
The Gbp Week - Bias is Bearish
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By Tony Nyman, Head G10 FX & Ed Blake, Chief Europe FI Technical Analyst
• Expected Gbp/Usd trading range is 1.2950/1.3210.
• First the DATA and the Jul UK PMIs will garner some interest and are
potential mini-impacter. The composite is forecast to fall to 54.9 vs
last month's best since Oct of 55.2. Bbg poll extremes are 54.4 and
55.3.

We are loath to go against the market, so yes a dovish 0.25% hike, but
why rush when it seems prudent to wait until after the key Oct EU-UK
summit? Either way, we cannot see our standard bearish bias from
changing any time soon even if it means looking for 1.33/1.35 sell
opportunities instead!

• Main focus of course is the BOE.

Still, the views of others:

• Latest Bbg poll shows 46 of 58 respondents expect a 0.25% rate hike
to 0.75%.

LLOYDS: 7-2 vote for a 0.25% hike. Growth and inflation forecasts are
likely to be little changed, although risks remain skewed towards modest
upgrades.

• BOE Aug rate hike probability stands at a firm 90.0% at the start of
the week.

ING: Dovish 0.25% hike. Gbp may see a knee-jerk bounce, but under the
political cosh won't find much love. Any pricing in of more BOE rate hikes
in 2019 is likely to come from positive Brexit developments, ie Irish
backstop (and finalise Withdrawal Agreement, significantly reduce the
odds of a 'No Deal') would trigger a material move higher in Gbp over
the coming months.
MS:– Dovish 0.25% hike. Interestingly, Gbp has absorbed a lot of bearish
news without breaking lower, but reversed new lows quickly, seen as a
sign of stabilisation.
RBC: A 9-0 0.25% hike. MPC may flag risks of potential global trade war.
CBA: Unchanged, instead to signal a Nov rate, which will follow the Oct
EU-UK summit. Cable may re-test recent lows near 1.3000. If the BOE
hikes, Gbp will struggle to sustain a move higher on Brexit related
uncertainties, ie Barnier rejected May's augmented CU proposal.
NOMURA: 0.25% hike, supported by the data. QIR forecasts too, focus
will be on the Bank's estimate of inflation towards the end of the horizon
and thoughts on equilibrium interest rates.
Cont. page 10
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• Wider trend momentum off the Apr 1.4377 peak is showing signs of
slowing, with price action now settling into a shallow 8-week
downwards sloping channel

• However, rallies continue to attract fresh sellers near the 50-Day MA
(currently approx 1.3245)
• Above last week's 1.3213 high/50-Day MA could extend to challenge
1.3293 (near the channel upper boundary)
• Below 1.2958 threatens further weakness towards the 61.8%
retracement of the 2016-18 advance (1.1841-1.4377) at 1.2810

RISK: We see little chance of a quiet summer 'recess'. The Times reports the UK govt has agreed to give the ECJ
the final say in the arbitration of arguments over the working of Brexit and disputes over the Gbp 39 divorce bill.
Over to the party's Brexiteers!

The Context
CBRT’s Failure To Hike Rates Exacerbates Turkey’s Vulnerabilities
By Natalie Rivett, Senior Emerging Market Analyst & Ed Blake, Chief Europe FI Technical Analyst
The Turkish central bank’s decision to hold the one-week repo rate at
17.75% in July came as a shock to many who were hoping the CBRT
would build upon the commitment shown in Q2 to tackling double digit
and still rising inflation with a rate hike of least 100bp. This lack of
further monetary tightening was all the more disappointing following
Finance/Treasury Minister Albayrak's recent claim the government
would not fight the markets.
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The Lira has already weakened circa 22% versus the USD ytd – the
second worst performing EM FX (after the Argentine Peso) - and the
prospect of a further sell-off is particularly worrying given Turkey's hefty
current account deficit, running at a four year wide of more than 6%,
and significant USD-denominated debts – all at a time of tightening
global financial conditions.

The decision to keep the key rate steady - justified by signs of weakening
domestic demand - only served to confirm fears over CBRT
independence, seemingly influenced to a large extent by politicians who
are intent on pursuing a pro-growth strategy with the belief that faster
growth will keep money flowing in to Turkey.
There were some familiar tones from the statement as the central bank
pledged to maintain decisively a tight monetary policy stance until the
inflation outlook displays a significant improvement and with more
tightening to be delivered if needed. Yet this offers little consolation to
investors given the lack of all-important action that risks a cycle of
further currency depreciation and runaway inflation that is currently
more than three times the central bank's 5% target, at 15.39% y/y.
According to the Treasury, Turkey's external debt stock stood at
USD467bn (53% of GDP), at the end of Q1, and of this figure, the private
sector's share was almost 70%. Debt financed consumption has for
years been the key driver of Turkey's economic growth.
However, with the Lira sliding, the costs of servicing this debt are
building up - the average yield on Turkish corporate debt hit a near two
year high of 8.35% in June – and reports of large firms applying for
bankruptcy protection are surfacing – further highlighting the
intensifying risks to macroeconomic stability from a weakening Lira and
rising inflation.
Cont. page 12
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All eyes will be on the CBRT Inflation Report on July 31st for any fresh
clues about the central bank's views/approach to escalating price
pressures, whilst the end of the week brings the all important July CPI
data (August 3rd).
Inflation is forecast to continue its acceleration, to 16.39% y/y, and any
upside surprise to the headline print, will only offer the markets an
opportunity to test the CBRT again, sparking a further sell-off in Turkish
assets. This may well be the catalyst for USD/TRY's ascent through the
5.000 handle, which we would expect to be accompanied by a push
further into uncharted territory by the 10-YEAR TURKGB YIELD also.
As the chart below suggests, Fibonacci projections at 18.576%/19.739%
are the focus next.

• Exploded higher following the recent clearance of a major 6-1/2yr
rising trendline at 12.459

• The yield reached 17.850 (24 July peak, near 2.236x 6.000/10.925
from 6.845) ahead of the current bullish consolidation
• Strengthening multi-timeframe studies suggest a rally extension
targeting additional Fibonacci projections at 18.576/19.739
(2.382x/2.618x 6.000/10.925 from 6.845)
• Near-term corrective dips are possible, but dips should hold well
above former resistance at 12.765 (21 November 2017 former high)
Turkey Bond Fund Flows have already seen a notable deterioration over
the past couple of months, turning net negative on a ytd cumulative
basis. This coincides with deepening outflows from Japanese retail
investors who were once a key prop to Turkish assets, but now appear to
be cutting their losses in the Lira.

Hence, at this stage it is difficult to see any near-term recovery in Turkish
assets, with some signs of stabilisation needed before markets can see
any real respite. For this to happen, things may have to get worse before
they can get better. With the next CBRT meeting not scheduled until
September 13th, Turkey could end up seeing a second emergency rate
hike this year, following the 300bp increase to the late liquidity window
in May.
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By Tim Cheung, Head of China and Riki Zhang EM Analyst

Faced with an escalating trade confrontation with the US, a contracting
credit supply (chart 1 and chart 2) plus slowing economic growth
momentum, China's top decision makers have adjusted their policies
quite evidently in the recent two months. One of the adjustments that
has already happened is allowing the CNY FX to depreciate continuously
and significantly. Another that is just starting to happen is de-escalating
the efforts to deleverage.

Moves made to relax new Asset Management and bank WMP rules

Just a few days after urging commercial banks to step up loans to
private corporate and SMEs, the PBOC and CBIRC on 20 July announced
implementation guidelines for the asset management business and a
consultation paper for banks' wealth management products (WMPs). In
many aspects, both the implementation guidelines and the consultation
paper are less demanding than the initial versions proposed in April.
Cont. page 14
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In regard to the implementation guideline for new asset management
follow-up rules, we see a number of relaxations:
• Publicly offered asset management plans (AMPs) can invest in some
non-standard credit assets (NSCAs), vs privately offered ones as per the
April version.
• Existing AMPs can be rolled over and invest in new assets (including
NSCAs) with a maturity no later than 2020 during the grace period,
versus AMPs can only be rolled over to fund existing assets that have
not matured as per the April version.
• Allow amortized cost valuation for both banks cash management type
products and certain fixed term open-ended AMPs during a grace
period, versus only for close-ended AMPs as per the April version.
• For NSCAs that cannot be digested and have to be moved back onto the
balance sheet, the government will support it by making certain
relaxation in macro prudential assessment (MPA) and encourage the
banks to replenish capital via sub debt. Those cannot be moved back
onto B/S and remains outstanding by end-2020 can seek regulators'
approval to be digested appropriately.

All of the above adjustments/changes, to a certain extent, mark a deescalation of government's efforts to deleverage. It is now very clear that
policymakers do not want to see full unwinding of the financial
deleveraging or the shadow banking activities to fully restart but they do
want financial deleveraging and shadow bank tightening to become a
smaller or zero drag to TSF growth amid growing the US-China trade
tensions and unstable markets. Meanwhile, both WMP issuance and
corporate bond issuance have been sluggish due to demand shrinkage
since the beginning of Q2 (chart 3 and chart 4).
In the end, we think the relaxation of the rules proposed in April will
prompt a moderate recovery in the demand for WMPs and corporate
bonds. Similarly we expect policy makers to take additional measures
which may include further RRR cuts and/or even interest rates cut, plus
more aggressive direct administrative measures.

• Allow FIs to shrink NSCAs at their own pace, versus shrinking 1/3 every
year as per the April version.
As far as the consultation paper for bank WMP rules, a couple of major
relaxations are noted:
• Minimum subscription amount for publicly offered WMP is CNY10K,
versus CNY50K as per the April version.
• Publicly and privately offered WMPs are allowed to invest in all types of
publicly offered security investment funds, versus publicly offered
WMPs can only invest in money market funds or bond funds as per the
April version.

Cont. page 15
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The following pages are dedicated to Technical Analysis.
IGM’s global team of Technical Analysts constantly look for interesting
patterns in prevailing price action of a broad range of currency pairs,
fixed income and commodity products.
We will highlight the most compelling on these pages.
For information on the full spectrum covered, please contact your
Account Manager.
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Technical Analysis by Ed Blake
•

Channelled up from .886 (Sep 17 base) to post a new record high
over 1.645/1.648 (June peak/9½yr channel top)

•

Constructive daily-monthly studies suggest additional widening
targeting 1.750 (1.382x .886/1.322 from 1.148)

•

Above opens Fibonacci projections at 1.853/1.870 (1.618x
.886/1.322 off 1.148 & .618x -3.808/1.097 off -1.161)

•

Only below 1.521 (7 June low/nr 9mth channel low) cautions for
1.322/1.333 (19 January high/27 February low)

____________________________________________
STRATEGY SUMMARY
Buy dips as we await further widening targeting 1.750, perhaps 1.870.
Place a protective stop under the 1.521 higher low

R5
R4
R3
R2
R1

2.019
1.917
1.870
1.750
1.682

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

1.521
1.435
1.322
1.207
1.148

Resistance Levels
Double equality projection of .886/1.322 from 1.853, near psychological resistance at 2.000
1.764 projection of .886/1.322 from 1.853
.618x -3.808/1.097 from -1.161, near 1.618x .886/1.322 from 1.148 at 1.853
1.382x 0.886/1.322 from 1.148, near 9mth rising channel resistance at 1.743
2018 high – 23 July
Support Levels
7 June 2018 higher low, near nine-month rising channel support at 1.518
4 April 2018 former high, near 23 April 2018 low at 1.436
19 January 2018 former high, near 27 February 2018 low at 1.333
8 February 2018 low
2018 low – 5 February
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Technical Analysis by Andrew Dowdell
•

Bulls re-established a foothold off 10.5764, near the lower
boundary of a shallow. 8-month falling channel

•

Weekly stochastics are on the verge of turning higher, having
unwound to oversold levels

•

Scope is seen for a renewed up-turn and test of the 2017 peaks at
11.2765/11.2805

•

Below 10.5764 delays the advance, risking back to 10.4669,
possibly 10.3635

____________________________________________
STRATEGY SUMMARY
Look to buy for a return to the 2017 peaks at 11.2765/11.2805. Below
10.5764 threatens extension lower to 10.4669, possibly 10.3635.

R5
R4
R3
R2
R1

11.9535
11.5107
11.2765
11.1677
11.0287

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

10.5764
10.4669
10.3635
9.9664
9.6345

Resistance Levels
61.8% of 13.3870 - 9.6345 fall
50% of 13.3870 - 9.6345 fall, near the 11 April 2016 low at 11.5764
30 November 2017 high, near the 10 May 2017 high at 11.2805
17 April 2018 high
29 May 2018 high
Support Levels
9 July 2018 low
61.8% of 9.9664 - 10.2765 rally
12 October 2017 low
25 August 2017 low
7 October 2016 low
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BALTIC DRY INDEX – New 4½ Year Highs As Bulls Target 2021/2058
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Technical Analysis by Ed Blake
•

Extends the sharp rally from 1042 (30 May higher low) to post
new 4½yr highs over 1743 (12 Dec 2017 peak)

•

Constructive studies combine with the recent bullish ‘Golden
Cross’(50/200DMAs) to suggest a rally extension

•

Above Initial resistance between 1846-1880 would expose the
2021-2058 zone (all Fibonacci levels)

•

Only a corrective pullback below former resistance at 1476 and
then the 1309 higher low would cause a re-think

____________________________________________
STRATEGY SUMMARY
Buy into any near-term dips as we await a rally extension through 18461880 targeting 2021-2058. Place a stop beneath former resistance at
1476

R5
R4
R3
R2
R1

2401
2337
2250
2058
1880

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

1555
1476
1309
1042
952

Resistance Levels
Equality projection of 290/1743 from 948
2013 peak – 12 December
1.618 projection of 290/1257 from 685
.764 projection of 290/1743 from 948, near 1.382 projection of 290/1257 from 685 at 2021
1.236x 290/1257 from 685, nr 76.4% of 2337/290 and .618x 290/1743 off 948 at 1855/1846
Support Levels
10 July 2018 low
14 May 2018 former high
27 June 2018 higher low
30 May 2018 higher low, near a 29-month rising trendline at 1044
2018 low – 6 April
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